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Work on the "above the fold" bit - so that visitors can see
instantly what your website is about. 

Remove Instagram page, only display Social Media Icons
in the footer. Add a Home button to the navigation

Main headline (heading 1) - use clear keywords as the
very first headline (on every page) - words people would
enter in Google - hugely important for SEO
Have a clear headline on the main image to say what your
website is about, add a button / call to action below the
headline 

Increase font sizes, use the word testimonial instead of
the long sentence as a headline 

Add buttons to the large images at the bottom of the
page as it's not clear that they are clickable 

Newsletter: add first name field and provide info about
how often you intend to send our a newsletter
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Remove sliders as people are used to scroll down on
mobile devices, people don't like tapping to the next
slide.
Read the article about slideshows here:  
https://koolya.com/the-top-5-reasons-you-shouldnt-
have-a-slideshow-on-your-website/

Use better headlines for each section so people can easily
grasp what each block is about. 
Use better headlines for each section so people can easily
grasp what each block is about. 

Use words people use most (i.e. Face Masks over Face
Coverings). Alwayse use the most obvious words 

Use a column layout over paragraphs that span the whole
width. Increase text size everywhere.

Include a physical location, such as London, you could
also use a virtual address if you don't have a physical
address. Showing an address incl. a street helps build
trust. 

Include a physical location, such as London, you could
also use a virtual address if you don't have a physical
address. Showing an address incl. a street helps build
trust. 

H O M E P A G E  C O N T I N U E D
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Adopt a boxed layout over whole width as wide
paragraphs are harder to read. This applies to your whole
website. 

S H O P  P A G E S
Shop page looks like a gallery and not like a shop. The
text is too small. Add a clear and obvious button to ask
people to click. 
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Keep it consistent - use the word blog in the menu AND
as a headline 

Blog layout - text block is too big - should be
interspersed with images (more text is better than not
enough). Your blog posts in general could be substantially
longer. But put images in between paragraphs and
headlines.
Check out the blog on www.hubspot.com for layout ideas

For blog ideas: www.answerthepublic.com and
www.alsoasked.com, also check Pinterest

Images top left: it's not clear which one is clickable and
which one isn't. 

A blog is not a business diary, but the blog can be the
biggest visitor magnet of your website. Think: What
would potential customers look for? (Rather than your
own thoughts about silk etc., these can be a small part of
your blog, but should not be the main blog!) 
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Great photo of you :) 

Try and make it about your target customer, what do you
know about your target client? Post things here they are
interested in.

Use bullet points for easier readability

Use Flesch reading score (aim for 60-70) - Plain English

Read Donald Miller - Storybrand (book on Amazon)

About page is the second most read page on the
website, make it count :) - make people fall in love
with you and your brand 

It's not your CV, but give people information so they can
connect with you and see you, rather than a stranger. 
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include your location and a testimonial 

Have a lot more information about scarves in general. 

Confusing - it might be better to call this "Media" and
provide a blog style and a clear button that they know
they will leave the website.
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